
I would love to share my latest culture & arts project with you. Throughout this year, every 
Monday, a new, short film, a visual poem similar to a Japanese Haiku, will be available 
online. Be-Invited, a personal and free of charge initiative, is designed first & foremost, to 
inspire and relax.

As a documentary filmmaker and cinematographer, I have been fortunate enough, to have 
been awarded prestigious prizes for films such as „Rivers and Tides“, „Touch the Sound“, 
„Soul Birds“ as well as for my most recent documentary, „Breathing Earth“, all of which 
have been widely shown in cinemas and on various TV channels.

Be-Invited arose out of a simple desire to give people a break, a time to relax and to re-
flect, which I think today, is more important than ever.  

Since its inception in November 2012, Be-Invited has shown a lot of promise. I have had 
the honour and privilege of being able to call artists like Alejandro González Iñárritu, Fred 
Frith, Evelyn Glennie and Mexican philanthropist Manuel Arango „Friends “of Be-Invited.

I would appreciate your support in helping to spread the word about this newest venture 
via magazine or newspaper articles, announcements or mailers.

Everyone needs a break. I invite you to see for yourself! Relax and be inspired with Be-
Invited.  

Visit us now and every Monday at http://www.be-invited.de/

PS. It turned out that some of the favorite films so far are: „morning energy“ week 2, Nov 
/ „me“ week 7, Dec / „silver strokes“ week 5, Dec / „office“ week 8, Jan / „the dock 1“, 
week 11, Jan ....

Thomas Riedelsheimer  www.be-invited.de
(www.thomas-riedelsheimer.de)

www.be-invited.de



... Beautiful idea, you really made me travel to a rainy day in Puerto Escon-
dido for a couple of minutes. 
Maria Eladia and Alejandro Iñárritu, USA

...A perfect place to reflect, breath, meditate and relax...
Britta Sauer, Germany

...What a poetic and inspiring way to use internet with a change of pace...
Manuel Arango, Mexico

...this is a wonderful project. The film clip pulls you in, out of your daily 
rut – a wonderful idea. It is amazing how ordinary rain can bring you such 
peace...
Andres Jauernick, Bolivia

...I love the films on your site, love-poems to nature, filmed with your usual 
sense of beauty and sensibility. and, of course, i love the motivations behind 
your site...
Tamas Wormser, Canada

...Great. The first instalment was just as expected, aesthetic and as far as the 
idea goes, wonderful!...
Wolfgang Treu, Germany

...I want to sincerely thank you for these filmic poems, sensitive gems, 
which connect me with the world around me so profoundly and fill my body 
and soul with a strong and beautiful emotion, like the freshness of a stream, 
or the caress of the wind or the warmth of the sun...
I wonder, and I feel so fulfilled...
Hengameh Panahi, France

...I am totally impressed by Be-Invited...
Pavel Schnabel, Germany

...the pleasure and the leisure of just seeing is a luxury ...
Deepak Tandon, India

...I find your project amazing and love your visual interpretations...
Markus Schindler, Germany

...your videos are utterly beautiful, thank you for sharing them...
Darina Allen, Ireland

...Thank you for your most unusual combination of film clips; presented 
with purpose and minimalistic in design....
Thomas Merker, Germany

...Thanks for your fascinating picture of breezes - as a sailor this is what 
I´m looking for. Observing breezes to catch a lift. I would love to regularly 
meditate with your pictures!...
Susanne Simpson, USA

Wonderful. Meditative. Saves having to go for a walk. Bit short…...
Christine Gross-Schmid, Germany

...This project is wonderful. I really enjoy watching these small film clips. 
They remind me of Japanese Haikus...
Marina Schlagintweit

...I love the idea and watched the first clip in awe... It is good to see and hear 
this and not being bothered by questions of commercial use and authorship...
Lilo Mangelsdorff



...Wonderful project, akin to an advent calendar, but for the whole year...
Sebastian Heinzel, Germany

...it‘s a wonderful project...
Ellen Primack, USA

….Very relaxing and calming; just what I need right now...
Karin Zimmermann, Germany

...I really like your films. especially the January one because that one for me has been the most artistic so far. Wonderful how 
your figure while moving through nature gets distorted, bended, shrinked. For me a unique way to look at perspective. And 
the camerawork is done by the sun...
Angelika Schedel, Germany

...A great clip this week; thank you so much...
Anett Vietzke, Germany

...We all need to breathe more mindfully - thank you for these gracious reminders...
Rita Wong, Canada

...this is fantastic and takes me to peaceful realms. This way I even came to Etosha pan!!!
Sabine Rollberg, Germany

...These are exciting, wonderful meditations...
Colin Browne, Canada

...I have indeed taken the time to go and look at every single little film... and was touched by many of them, as watching 
these pure moments of beauty that Nature offers us hits a special chord inside you and gives you a moment of expanse...
Véronique Jaeger, France

...pure enjoyment...
Dr. Alexander Schwarz, Germany

...It is precisely the shortness of the film that makes this project so attractive, because one can simply make time without 
having to cut out a huge part of one‘s day, a break that is surprisingly relaxing. It looks as if I might just become a frequent 
visitor....
Yuki Kowalsky, Germany

...I have just watched  silver strokes. It‘s amazing! Is it really just the wind that causes those patterns on the surface of the 
water? In any case, very cool...
Christoph von Schönburg, Germany

...Wonderful idea!...
Alberto Giordano, Italy

...look forward to sharing the films with my students....
Broderick Fox, USA

...Great idea, those short movie clips, meditative moments, a privileged view of nature, important and in this day and age, 
makes total sense....
Marc von Stuerler, Switzerland

...Great idea!!! What a wonderful film!...
Dagmar Walser, Germany

...Good job – little mouthfuls to relax – to dive into unique moods of special places, only enhanced by sounds of nature. 
Looking at the films roots you all of a sudden...
Gunnar Walther, Germany


